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Ten months ago, I commented 
on a Newsweek article 
informing that “the National 
Institute for Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases, the 
organization led by Dr. 
[Anthony] Fauci, funded 
scientists at the Wuhan 
Institute of Virology and other 
institutions for work on gain-of-function research on 
bat coronaviruses.”

A deadly worldwide pandemic along with 
possibly explosive implications as to its origin, 
notwithstanding, the story went nowhere. 

Last week, I highlighted new evidence that aligns 
with the lab transmission theory pooh-poohed in the 

World Health Organization report, which 
was quickly discredited — including by the WHO 
Director-General.

Yesterday, I went further into the cover-up, and 
how the “conspiracy theorist” charge has been 
used by the confreres of the Wuhan scientists to 
dissuade anyone from looking in the direction of the 
dangerous research that had been conducted there. 

Josh Rogin’s Washington Post column gives greater 
context to the need to investigate the theory, 
expressed by Robert Redfield, former directorof 
the Centers for Disease Control under President 
Trump, that SARS-CoV-2 was transmitted to humans 
accidentally through a Wuhan lab:

“Richard H. Ebright, a Rutgers University 
microbiologist and biosafety expert . . . said the 
entire genre of research Redfield was referring to, 
known as gain-of-function research (in which viruses 
are captured from the wild and developed in lab 
settings to make them more dangerous), needs to 
be thoroughly reexamined.” 

Worse? “The world’s current plan to respond to the 
pandemic entails a huge expansion of precisely this 
type of research,” Rogin explains. “The $200 million 
program meant to ‘predict’ virus outbreaks is set to 
grow into a $1.2 billion Global Virome Project . . .”

“The plan is,” Ebright told Rogin, “having failed 
to predict and preempt and having possibly 
triggered the current pandemic, to increase the 
scale six times.”

Emphasis added because, well, can it be 
emphasized enough?
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